
1) As part of the government’s “Plant a Tree”, a group of students planted 28 oak

saplings and 31 mulberry saplings in their neighborhood. How many saplings

did they plant altogether?

2)

3)

4) A music school has 60 children enrolled to learn how to play the acoustic guitar.

There are 18 registered for jazz-guitar lessons. How many children in all have

signed up to learn the guitar at the music school?

5) Michelle and Ryan love collecting Star Trek cards. Michelle has 75 cards. If Ryan's

collection exceeds Michelle's by 20 cards, how many Star Trek cards does Ryan have?

Two-Digit Addition - No Regrouping Sheet 2

Daniel has 12 gold!sh in his aquarium. He bought 24 clown!sh and added them to

his aquarium. How many !sh are there now in all?
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Allan read 14 pages of  “The Little Prince” on Saturday. Intrigued by the plot, he 

goes on to read 30 more pages on Sunday. How many pages of the novella did Allan

read over the weekend in all?
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1) As part of the government’s “Plant a Tree”, a group of students planted 28 oak

saplings and 31 mulberry saplings in their neighborhood. How many saplings

did they plant altogether?

2)

3)

4) A music school has 60 children enrolled to learn how to play the acoustic guitar.

There are 18 registered for jazz-guitar lessons. How many children in all have

signed up to learn the guitar at the music school?

5) Michelle and Ryan love collecting Star Trek cards. Michelle has 75 cards. If Ryan's

collection exceeds Michelle's by 20 cards, how many Star Trek cards does Ryan have?

59 saplings

44 pages

36 �sh

78 children

95 Star Trek cards

Two-Digit Addition - No Regrouping Sheet 2

Daniel has 12 gold!sh in his aquarium. He bought 24 clown!sh and added them to

his aquarium. How many !sh are there now in all?
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Answer Key

Allan read 14 pages of  “The Little Prince” on Saturday. Intrigued by the plot, he 

goes on to read 30 more pages on Sunday. How many pages of the novella did Allan

read over the weekend in all?
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